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BACKGROUND: HIV drug resistance (HIV DR) compromises the
antiretroviral therapy (ART) outcome. This study aimed to detect presence
of different HIV DR Mutations (DRM) in patients on 2nd line ART failure
in Eastern India.
METHODS: HIV/AIDS patients on 2nd line ART were evaluated for
virologic failure. HIV-1 genotyping was performed for the virologic failure
samples employing Viroseq (Abbott Diagnostics) assay. HIVDR profile
and subtype were detected using Stanford HIV sequence database
following HIV DRM definition of WHO Surveillance mutation list 2009.
RESULTS: Virologic failure (HIV 1 viral load >1000 copy/ml) was
detected among 15 samples out of total 365 HIV/AIDS patients (on 2nd

INTRODUCTION
Anti-retroviral therapy (ART) has successfully helped managing HIV/
AIDS, but lead to emergence of HIVDR mutations [1,2]. Failing ART
among people living with HIV (PLHIV) increases the possibility of
emergence of HIVDR [3,4]. Failing second line ART necessitates the need
of third-line ART. HIV viral load (VL) assessment is crucial requirement
in ART programme. World Health Organization (WHO) advocates HIV
VL monitoring to identify virologic failure as an early and precise
indication of ART failure. Consequent corrective procedures would reduce
accumulation of drug-resistance mutations and improve clinical outcomes
[5]. However, VL testing is not routinely done in many countries due to
high cost and lack of facility. HIV epidemic is nearing four decades with
different ART regimens. Thus, anti-retroviral (ARV) drug resistant viruses
in treatment-experienced patients are also being encountered increasingly
[6]. The second line ART regimens constitute zidovudine (ZDV),
lamivudine (3TC), tenofovir (TDF), and boosted lopinavir/ritonavir
(LPV/r). These were introduced in India in a restricted phase wise manner
[7].
The criteria to shift to second line ART are failure in clinical and/ or
immunological and/ or virologic parameters in a patient on first-line ART
for 6 months or more. An important target of ART is Protease (PR) that is
vital for HIV replication and crucial for completion of its life cycle.
Different PR inhibitors (PIs) have been approved by regulatory authorities
and are in use. PIs are administered as single drug with 2 nucleoside
reverse-transcriptase inhibitors (NRTIs) as second-line ART. Since 2005,
boosted PIs are endorsed in combination with low-dose RTV to heighten
the level of companion PIs. When PI-based ART fails, viral variants
resistant to PIs emerge [8-13]. Major mutations due to amino acid
substitutions alter the PR catalytic activity that consequently affects virus
replication capacity [14-16]. Conversely, emergence of compensatory
mutations restores replication capacity [17]. Moreover, mostly the drug
resistance mutations of PR also confer cross resistance to other PIs in the
class. These mutations seem essentially class specific rather than drug
specific [18,19]. Boosted PI based combination ART is an efficient

line ART) recruited. Genotyping was successful for 9 samples having
>2000 HIV/ml and remaining 6 samples could not be genotyped due to
low viral copy. DR mutations were detected in 5 out of 9 samples and
among the rest 4 samples no HIV DR mutation was detected. Among
NRTI based drugs, M184V and M41L were the predominant mutations
(80%). For NNRTI based drugs, A98G and Y181C were predominant
(80%), conferring resistance to DLV and NVP. Again for PIs, l54V, A71V,
V82A and M46L were seen in 40% of the cases conferring resistance to
IDV, SQV, LPV, NFV and ATV.
CONCLUSION: Study on virologic failure in the absence of HIV DR
mutations might help in understanding further the HIV DR dynamics as
well as planning for better clinical management for patients with HIV/
AIDS.
Key Words: HIV/AIDS; ART; Virologic failure; Drug resistance mutation;
Reverse transcriptase inhibitor; Protease inhibitor
strategy post NNTRI-based first line ART failure. PI resistance at NNRTIbased first-line ART failure is uncommon [19].
Thus, resulting PI-based second-line ART becomes highly potent [20].
Introduction of generic first-line drugs along has considerably reduced the
morbidity and mortality globally. However, in resource-limited settings,
HIV viral load monitoring is rarely feasible [20]. Due to absence of VL
monitoring, early virologic failure remains undetected and treatment
continues to be on the failing regimen until patient develops clinical or
immunologic failure resulting accumulation of drug resistance mutations
[21]. High levels of HIV DR to first-line ART have been reported widely
[21-24]. As a result treatment has been upgraded to PI-based second-line
ART regimens in India. However, the second line ART program is
somewhat limited in Indian context. Without drug resistance assay and
regular virological failure monitoring, the consequences of second line
therapy outcomes might remain unclear also. It is therefore, essential to
assess the emergence of HIV drug resistance mutations beside clinical,
virological, and immunological parameter for treatment outcomes for
patients switched to second line ART. This study, first of its kind from
eastern India, aimed to investigate the extent HIVDR mutations among
virologic failure PLHIV on second-line ART in Kolkata.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study setting and population
The study was conducted at Virology Laboratory, ICMR-National Institute
of Cholera and Enteric Diseases, Kolkata. A total of 365 HIV/AIDS
patients on 2nd line ART were recruited over a period of five years during
January 2009 to December 2013. The study procedures followed Helsinki
declaration 1975 and revision in 2000. The inclusion criteria were (i)
consenting adult HIV/AIDS patients, age >18 years and on 2nd line antiretroviral therapy and (ii) Virologic failure (plasma HIV 1 RNA level more
than 1000 copies/ml) on 2 consecutive testing on 6 month interval.
Exclusion criteria were if (i) blood sample was insufficient for sequencing
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(ii) missing in follow up and (iii) patients were diagnosed with HIV 2
and/or HIV 1/2 coinfection materials.

profile as defined in WHO Surveillance mutation list 2009 proposed by
Bennett et al. and HIV-1 subtype of each sample [26,27].

Quality control
High-positive, low-positive and negative control samples were run for
HIV-1 genotyping with every batch as per ViroSeq kit protocol. The
positive controls were to ensure the RT-PCR and genotyping success. For
ensuring good sequence quality, the high-positive control was sequenced
prior to genotyping the HIV-1 clinical samples, excluding editing
mistakes.

Clade typing
REGA HIV-1 subtyping tool from Stanford HIV drug-resistance database
(http://hivdb.stanford.edu/) was employed to define HIV-1 subtype. The
worldwide subtype reference data bases from the Los Alamos HIV
database were utilized for clade typing.

Statistical analysis
Data was analysed employing Microsoft Excel using Annova for clinical
and biological characters of patients to find out frequency (%) for the
categorical statistical parameters.
Figure 1: Flow Diagram depicting recruitment of study population.

Specimens
Approximately 10 ml blood sample was collected from each participant.
An aliquot of 3 ml sample was used for CD4+ T cells count estimation.
Plasma was separated from remaining sample within 6 hours of collection
and stored at -70°C in 1 ml aliquots. Guidelines of WHO and HIV Res
Net Laboratory Working Group resistance testing were followed for
HIV-1 RNA quantification (plasma VL) and genotyping for HIVDR
mutation [25].

Viral load testing and CD4 estimation
Viral load assay was performed employing AMPLICOR HIV-1 Monitor
Test, version 1.5 (Roche Molecular Systems Inc., Branchburg, NJ, USA).
CD4/CD8+ T cell counts were estimated using (BD FACS CALIBUR, BD
Biosciences, CA, USA) flow cytometer.

HIV-1 genotyping
HIV-1 genotyping was done using the ViroSeq HIV-1 Genotyping
Systems (Abbott diagnostics, Wiesbaden, Germany) by sequencing the 1.8
kb protease-RT region of HIV-1 pol gene following manufacturer’s
instructions. RNA was extracted from 500 μL of plasma employing
guanidine-thiocynate extraction method. Reverse transcription polymerase
chain reaction (RT-PCR) and then PCR was carried out for generating an
amplicon of 1.3 kb. The amplicons were purified using silica spin
columns. PCR products were evaluated on 1% agarose gel against 2 mass
ladders for semi-quantitation of DNA. For sequencing, DNA was diluted
according the band intensity found on agarose gel electrophoresis, and
PCR product bands with DNA >20 nanogram were selected. Selected
DNA were added to a 96-well reaction plate containing premixed Big Dye
sequencing primers A, B, C, F, G, and H. Sequencing was carried out on
automated (16 capillary) ABI PRISM 3100xl Genetic Analyzer (Applied
Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA) using data collection software v3.0
and sequence analysis software v5.3. ViroSeq HIV-1 Genotyping System
Software v2.8 was used to assemble the chromatographs from the seven
primers and generated a contiguous sequence spanning the entire protease
gene, and up to codon 335 of the reverse transcriptase (RT) gene. Points of
variance were identified comparing the consensus sequence to a known
reference strain, HXB-2. The sequences were edited manually and saved
in FASTA format. Formatted sequences were submitted to Stanford HIV
RT and Protease sequence database to determine the HIVDR mutation
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RESULTS
The viral loads of samples (n=9) genotyped were within the limit of
2990-4.49×106 RNA copies/ml. All HIV-1 samples were detected as
subtype C (Table 1). Median age of the study group was 36 years (range:
30-46 years). The median CD4 count was 110 cells/μL (range: 51-475
cells/μL), and the median plasma HIV RNA load was 41800 copies/mL
(4.60 log10), range: 2990(3.47 log10) – 4490000 (6.65 log10). HIV
DRMs were detected from 5 patients, while from other 4 patients no major
or minor HIVDR was detected. The Drug Resistance result showed that
(for NRTI based drugs) resistance to drugs 3TC and FTC was among 80%
of the patients. AZT, D4T and ABC resistance was seen in 40% of the
patients. DDL resistance was seen in 20% of the patients (Figure 1 and
Figure 1A). M184V that imparts resistance to NRTIs, lamivudine, and
emtricitabine, was seen among 80% of the test individuals. M41L
mutation was also prevalent in 80% of the cases.
NRTI mutations T69D, T215Y, D67N were seen in 2 individuals whereas
accessory NRTI mutations T215F and L74I were seen in one patient each.
For NNRTI based drugs, NNRTI mutation, A98G and Y181C was
predominant with 80% individuals, conferring resistance to DLV and NVP
followed by K101E and G190A(40%), conferring resistance to EFV and
ETR. Patients having NNRTI mutations were mostly due to the limited
impact of NNRTI resistance mutations on viral fitness. A98G and Y181C
were the predominant NNRTI mutations observed and these have little or
no effect on replication capacity. Accessory NNRTI mutations K103N,
E138K and V108I were seen in one patient each (Figure 2). PI mutations,
l54V, A71V, V82A and M46L were seen in 40% of the individuals
conferring resistance to drugs IDV, SQV, LPV, NFV and ATV. Accessory
minor PI mutations L10V, L24I, M46I, I50L, K43T, F53L, T74P, L90M
and L10I were seen in one patient each (Figure 3). Among the secondary
PR mutations, amino acid variants at 7 polymorphic positions (codons 10,
20, 36, 63, 71, 77, and 93) were prevalent.
These mutations do not cause drug resistance by themselves but increase
drug resistance when present together with other mutations thereby
compensating the decrease in catalytic efficiency caused by other PR
mutations. I54V, A71V, V82A and M46Lwere predominantly observed
among participants in this study. Out of the 9 patients studied for 2nd line
ART failure, in 4 PLHIVs no mutation was found with reference to
Stanford HIV drug-resistance database (http://hivdb.stanford.edu/) for
such sequences. One of the individuals showed only NNRTI mutations
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A98G, K103N, Y181C conferring resistance to DLV, NVP and EFV
(Table 2: for drug name abbreviations).
Table 1: Variables of PLHIV (n=9) failing on second-line ART
genotyped.
Variables

Summary

Age (yrs), median(IQR)

36 (30-46)

Male

89%

Female

11%

Median CD4Tcell count, cells/μL (IQR)

110(51-475)

Median Viral
ml(IQR)

4.60(3.47-6.65)

load,

log10

copies/

Viral load (log10 copies/ml)
<4.0

4(44.4%)

4.0–4.9

3(33.3%)

≥ 5.0

2(22.2%)

HIV-1 subtypes, (%),Subtype C

100%

Figure 3: NNRTI drug resistance and mutations for 2nd line failure
ART patients.

Figure 4: PI drug resistance and mutations for 2nd line failure ART
patients.
Figure 2: NRTI drug resistance and mutations for 2nd line failure ART
patients.
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Table 2: Drug name abbreviations.
Abbreviation

Full Name

3TC

lamivudine

ABC

abacavir

APV

amprenavir

ATV

atazanavir

ATV/c

atazanavir/cobicistat

ATV/r

atazanavir/ritonavir

d4T

stavudine

ddI

didanosine

DLV

delavirdine

DRV

darunavir
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DRV/c

darunavir/cobicistat

DRV/r

darunavir/ritonavir

EFV

efavirenz

EFV/c/TDF/FTC

efavirenz/cobicistat/tenofovir
emtricitabine

ETR

etravirine

FTC

emtricitabine

IDV

indinavir

LPV

lopinavir

LPV/r

lopinavir/ritonavir

MVC

maraviroc

NFV

nelfinavir

NVP

nevirapine

RAL

raltegravir

RPV

rilpivirine

RTV

ritonavir

SQV

saquinavir

SQV/r

saquinavir/ritonavir

TDF

tenofovir disoproxil fumarate

TPV

tipranavir

TPV/r

tipranavir/ritonavir

disoproxil

fumarate/

DISCUSSION
Studies on HIV drug resistance mutations among second line ART failure
patients from eastern India reveals mutations among NRTI based drugs
predominantly for M184V and M41L, and for NNRTI based drugs, A98G
and Y181C with 80% conferring resistance to DLV and NVP. For PI
mutations, l54V, A71V, V82A and M46L were seen in 40% of the
individuals conferring resistance to drugs IDV, SQV, LPV, NFV and ATV.
However, the most interesting observation was absence of HIV DR
mutation in 4 patients out of 9 patients on 2nd line ART failure. Pattern of
mutations suggests that majority of the patients participated in this study
remain susceptible to DRV/r, followed by TPV/r. Of the 2 pathways that
contribute to LPV resistance the IDV-like pathway caused by mutations at
positions l54V, A71V, V82A and M46L was frequently observed among
the ATV- and IDV-exposed groups. This could be because patients in this
study had been increasingly substituted from IDV- to ATV-based
regimens. Randomized clinical trials in developed countries show that the
combination of raltegravir, ETR, and DRV/r was well tolerated and was
associated with the rate of virologic suppression similar to that expected in
treatment-naive patient [28].
This is highly contrasting compared to 100% HIV DR mutilations
observed among patients on first line ART failure from the same
geographical region [29]. Adherence factors might be responsible for the
study patients failing second-line ART rather than HIV strains resistant to
ARV drugs, which corroborates to observation among programmatic
cohorts in resource limited settings [30]. HIV drug resistance surveillance
outcome among patients failing second-line ART helps in planning
evidence driven treatment regimens for patients needing third-line ART.
Availability of ARV drugs for those failing second-line ART might be an
issue. Failing second line ART that we have encountered here necessitates
planning for 3rd line ART program ensuring affordable and accessible
supplies of darunavir and raltegravir.
With the introduction of ART, up to 80% decline in rates AIDS associated
death has been reported [31] but it also leads to the steady rise of HIV DR
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mutant variants that are the major cause of ART failure [32-35]. These
variants become predominant over time and pose a major challenge for
both ART exposed as well ART naïve patients [36]. The gradual
transmission of resistant mutants from ART-experienced patients to ART
naïve individuals was reported from developed countries with even having
good access to antiretroviral drugs [37-40]. However, of late, scaling-up of
ART lead to the emergence of mutations in resource limited countries too
[41]. WHO recommends periodic surveillance of transmitted drug
resistance (TDR) mutations in ART naïve newly infected PLHIV in
distinct geographical areas [42].
Currently to optimize ART regimen for scaling up, routine assessment of
drug resistance-associated mutations prior to ART initiation is
recommended where primary resistance has been consistently recorded
[43]. Deficiency in baseline HIVDR data, interruption in treatment and
improper administration of drug regimens could be the major factors of
occurrence and expansion of drug resistance in resource limited countries.

CONCLUSIONS
Emergence of HIV drug resistance and virologic failure are major
challenges for ART. Investigations on emergence of HIV DR mutations
among patients on ART as well as virologic failure in the absence of HIV
DR mutations might help in better understanding the HIV DR dynamics
and planning appropriate clinical management for patients with HIV.
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